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ABSTRACT: Aerosols from electronic cigarettes and heat-not-burn tobacco
products have been found to contain lower levels of almost all compounds from
the list of Harmful and Potentially Harmful Constituents known to be present in
tobacco products and tobacco smoke than smoke from conventional cigarettes.
Free radicals, which also pose potential health risks, are not considered in this list,
and their levels in the different product types have not yet been compared under
standardized conditions. We compared the type and quantity of free radicals in
mainstream aerosol of 3R4F research cigarettes, two types of electronic cigarettes,
and a heat-not-burn tobacco product. Free radicals and NO in the gas phases
were separately spin trapped and quantified by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy by using a smoking
machine for aerosol generation and a flow-through cell to enhance reproducibility of the quantification. Particulate matter was
separated by a Cambridge filter and extracted, and persistent radicals were quantified by EPR spectroscopy. Levels of organic
radicals for electronic cigarettes and the heat-not-burn product, as measured with the PBN spin trap, did not exceed 1% of the
level observed for conventional cigarettes and were close to the radical level observed in air blanks. The radicals found in the
smoke of conventional cigarettes were oxygen centered, most probably alkoxy radicals, whereas a signal for carbon-centered
radicals near the detection limit was observed in aerosol from the heat-not-burn product and electronic cigarettes. The NO level
in aerosol produced by electronic cigarettes was below our detection limit, whereas for the heat-not-burn product, it reached
about 7% of the level observed for whole smoke from 3R4F cigarettes. Persistent radicals in particulate matter could be
quantified only for 3R4F cigarettes. Aerosols from vaping and heat-not-burn tobacco products have much lower free radical
levels than cigarette smoke, however, the toxicological implications of this finding are as yet unknown.

1. INTRODUCTION
Tobacco is widely consumed as a stimulant, mostly by
inhalation of the smoke of cigarettes. Cigarette smoke contains
a number of carcinogenic, mutagenic, or otherwise toxic
substances as well as the addictive substance nicotine. It is
recognized by the World Health Organization (WHO) as a
major health hazard and contributor to mortality,1 and, as a
basis for comparing the risk of different products, a list of 93
Harmful and Potentially Harmful Constituents (HPHCs) in
Tobacco Products and Tobacco Smoke has been published by
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA).2 The health
risk combined with the addictive nature of tobacco has led to a
search for less harmful alternatives,3,4 such as electronic
cigarettes (e-cigs) and heat-not-burn (HNB) tobacco products.
While there is evidence for a reduced risk4,5 and a recent report
of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and
Medicine suggests that use of e-cigs may have a net health
benefit if it leads to widespread adult cessation of combustible
tobacco products,6 toxicological effects of e-cig aerosol
inhalation observed in a rat lung model suggest that a cancer
risk still persists.7 Levels of some HPHCs selected from the
FDA list have been found to be reduced by a factor of 5−100
in heat-not-burn products as compared to conventional
cigarettes.8 However, the FDA list does not cover all classes

of HPHCs. Free radicals have been found in cigarette smoke as
early as 19589 and were implicated in DNA damage10 and
cardiovascular disease.11 The reactive oxygen species (ROS)
among them potentially contribute to neurodegeneration.12 It
is thus of obvious interest whether radical levels are
significantly reduced in e-cigs and HNB products compared
to conventional cigarettes. In particular for e-cigs, it has been
recently pointed out that more research is required to
understand, among other things, how designs and modes of
use affect toxicity.13

The technique of choice for radical detection in the
particulate matter and gas phase derived from cigarette
smoke is electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrosco-
py,14 which is applied in combination with spin trapping15,16

for the short-lived radicals observed in the gas phase. Nitric
oxide, which is also absent in the FDA list of HPHCs, is
thought to be involved in radical formation in the gas phase
and can be detected by EPR spectroscopy after trapping with
Fe(II)-bis(diethyldithiocarbamate) (Fe(II)-(DETC)2).

17

Although quantification by infrared spectroscopy may be
preferable if only nitric oxide (NO) is concerned, we consider
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it as useful to study NO levels alongside those of other free
radicals under the same conditions. Since smoke composition
varies considerably with smoking regime, it is best practice to
perform experiments with a smoking machine under stand-
ardized conditions. Recent research has been mostly
performed according to the Health Canada (HC) Intense
smoking regime, which is also recommended by the WHO.18

This regime has also been used in a recent study of analytes
from the FDA list in the aerosol produced by HNB products8

and in comparison of the levels of such analytes between
conventional cigarettes and e-cigs.19 Here we set out to
provide such a comparison for free radicals and NO between
the conventional research cigarette 3R4F, two e-cigs with
different aerosol heating methods, and an HNB product.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Reagents and Materials. Analytical grade spin traps were

purchased from Enzo Life Sciences, Inc. (Lausen, Switzerland): N-
tert-butyl-α-phenyl-nitrone (PBN), 5-tert-butoxy-carbonyl-5-methyl-
1-pyrroline-N-oxide (BMPO), sodium diethyldithiocarbamate trihy-
drate (DETC), 5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline-N-oxide (DMPO), 5-dieth-
oxyphosphoryl-5-methyl-1-pyrroline-N-oxide (DEPMPO), 2,2-di-
methyl-4-phenyl-2H - imidazole-1-oxide (DMPIO), 5-di-
(isopropoxyphosphoryl)-5-methyl-1-pyrroline-N-oxide (DIPPMPO),
and 2,2,4-trimethyl-2H-imidazole-1-oxide (TMIO). Spin trapping
agents were stored at −20 °C in their original packaging and after
opening under inert atmosphere. All chemicals used in this work were
of analytical grade.
The 44 mm Cambridge filter pads (purchased in bulk from

Hollingsworth & Vose Air Filtration Ltd., Waterford Bridge,
Kentmere, LA8 9JJ, UK and cut to size by Alfaset, Rue des Terreaux
46−50, 2300, La Chaux-de-Fonds) were stored in an airtight plastic
bag until use.
2.2. Smoking and Vaping Products. Tobacco and nontobacco

products were provided by Philip Morris International R&D
(Neuchat̂el, Switzerland). This included the 3R4F research cigarette
(University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky, USA),20 the tobacco
heating system THS 2.2, marketed as IQOS, with complementary
tobacco sticks HEETS (Amber label) and two e-cig products, namely
Solaris XL (flavor: “Amber Bliss”; 19.3 mg/mL nicotine) and MESH
(flavor: “Classic Tobacco High”; 19 mg/mL nicotine). Note that
flavoring influences the free radical levels in the aerosol of e-cigs.21

The Solaris product uses a standard wick-and-coil heating, while the
MESH product uses a controlled mesh heating. The 3R4F research
cigarettes and HEETS tobacco sticks were long-term stored in the
original packaging or in an airtight plastic bag. For both products, a
stick/cigarette pack out of 10 was selected randomly, and all sticks/
cigarettes were used. When the pack was emptied, the next was
randomly selected.
Three randomly selected e-cig cartomizers per product were stored

in the original packaging under inert atmosphere until their first usage
and then kept in a constant humidity chamber (58% relative humidity,
22 °C). Solaris does not have an indicator for liquid level, and the
consumers are told to “notice a reduction in flavor and vapor”.
Although generally the liquid in one cartomizer is sufficient for 2 h of
continuous use, in order to avoid possible dry puffing effects,22 every
cartomizer was used for only five experiments (equal to 60 puffs).
2.3. Preparation of Spin Trap Solutions. Fresh spin trap

solutions were prepared on a daily basis for a set of experiments,
consisting usually of four measurements (all four products). Solutions
were kept at −78 °C under inert atmosphere during the day and were
thawed prior to use.
For measurements with the spin trap PBN, the analysis procedure

of Goel et al.23 was followed, except for replacing tert-butylbenzene by
toluene: approximately 273 mg (1.54 mmol) of PBN was dissolved in
30.8 mL of deoxygenated toluene giving a concentration of 0.05 M.
For BMPO, the content of one whole flask (approximately 50 mg,
0.25 mmol) was dissolved in 30.8 mL of deoxygenated toluene giving

an approximate concentration of 8.14 mM. Spin trap solutions for
preliminary experiments with other spin traps were prepared
analogously for DMPO following the procedure used for PBN and
for other traps following the procedure used for BMPO. Freshly
prepared PBN solution featured a small background signal, which was
found to be stable over a day. This contribution is negligible
compared to other uncertainties discussed below.

A 5 mM solution of Fe(II)-DETC in toluene was prepared
according to a modified version of the procedure described by Santos
et al.24 To the phosphate buffered aqueous solution (0.1 M, pH =
7.4), 180.24 mg (0.8 mmol, 2 equiv) of Na-DETC·3 H2O was added,
and the solution was heated to 30 °C. Under stirring, 55.60 mg (0.2
mmol, 1 equiv) of FeSO4·7 H2O was slowly added. The resulting
brown precipitate of Fe-(DETC)2 (70.48 mg, 0.2 mmol) was
extracted several times (typically 3 × 7 mL followed by 4 mL and
then 3 mL) with toluene giving a clear aqueous phase and an orange
residue. The combined toluene fractions of dark brown/black color
were dried under reduced pressure and stored overnight at +4 °C.
Prior to usage, the residual solid was solved in 40 mL of toluene giving
the desired solution of Fe(II)-(DETC)2.

2.4. Generation of Smoke and Aerosols. The products were
smoked using a single-port smoking machine. This smoking machine
and the aerosol trapping device consisted of an electric contact-free
cigarette lighter (1), a fishtail chimney for capturing sidestream smoke
based on the Health Canada normative T-212 (2), a cigarette holder
and particulate phase trap (to hold a Cambridge filter pad to conform
with the ISO 3308 norm (3), two consecutive impingers containing
the spin trapping solutions (4), and a programmable single syringe
pump manufactured by Burghart Messtechnik GmbH, Germany (5).
Specifically, the electronic lighter is composed of a halogen lamp and
a quartz rod which can be automatically moved to be positioned in
front of the cigarette. When the lamp is lit, the quartz rod directs the
infrared light to the cigarette end heating it up until it starts burning.
In preliminary tests, a distance of approximately 3 mm between the
quartz rod and the cigarette end was found to be good to light the
cigarette. Deviation of the cigarette position from the central axis of
the rod is detrimental to homogeneous lighting of the cigarette. The
first puff is drawn when smoke is visible and the lighter is deactivated
directly after the first draw. The advantage of the electric lighter is
repeatability and that the sidestream smoke can be captured
immediately after ignition. The particulate phase trap can be removed
to perform measurements of the whole aerosol. The pump can be
programmed to perform according to different smoking regimes,
however, only full puffs can be taken, that is, a puff cannot be stopped
prematurely as specified by the ISO 4387 norm. A photograph and
schematic drawing of the setup are shown in Figure S1.

Prior to smoking, 3R4F cigarettes were conditioned in a humidity
chamber at a relative humidity of 58% and a temperature of
approximately 22 °C for at least 48 h and a maximum of 10 days,
according to the ISO 4387 norm. Cigarettes were smoked according
to the HC Intense regime T-115 up to the standard butt length of 33
mm. This involves a puff volume of 55 mL over a duration of 2 s with
a sinusoidal puffing profile. Two puffs were taken every minute with
two additional immediate clearing puffs (no waiting time between
them) taken after the cigarette is disposed of. Two clearing puffs are
sufficient to draw several times the volume between the cigarette
holder and the first impinger. Sidestream smoke was captured by the
fishtail chimney surrounding the burning cigarette, a Cambridge filter
pad on top of the chimney, and an additional Soxhlet filter. The air
flow rate through the fishtail chimney is set up to be 3 L/min
according to HC T-212.

The aerosol of HEETS sticks and e-cigs was generated according to
Cooperation Centre for Scientific Research Relative to Tobacco
(CORESTA) recommendation no. 81: A rectangular puffing profile
was used to draw a volume of 55 mL over a duration of 3 s at a
frequency of two draws every minute. Twelve puffs were drawn in
total. The first puff was taken when the product was ready (i.e.,
preheated) according to individual operations manuals. No sidestream
smoke capturing was performed since no smoldering in between puffs
occurs. All products were preconditioned in the same fashion as the
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3R4F cigarettes with the only difference that e-cig cartomizers were
used directly after opening from the sealed packaging and were kept
afterward in the conditioning box for further experiments. Due to the
flat shape of the MESH-mouth piece, a home-built adapter was used
for inserting this e-cig into the cigarette holder. The adapter was built
from a short glass tube which was connected to the mouth piece with
a wide silicon hose.
Blanks were measured by drawing air through the impingers either

directly (air blank, measured twice) or through the cigarette holder
and Cambridge filter (machine background, measured once).
Differences between the background signals were within their
uncertainty. Hence, we combined all three background measurements
for computing a mean background and its uncertainty.
All products were used immediately after removing from the

conditioning chamber. After the last puff, the products were kept in
place for a further 30 s for residual smoke/aerosol deposition. In order
to minimize contaminations between products, each product used its
own set of labyrinth seals which are found in the cigarette holder.
2.5. Puff Volume Determination. Puff volume was measured

according to ISO 4387:2000 with a soap bubble flow meter. A bubble
flow meter was designed using a graduated measuring glass (precision
±0.5 mL) attached to a silicon hose (Figure S2). A soap solution was
made from liquid hand soap (approximately 20 mL), water
(approximately 40 mL), and a sugar cube for stabilizing bubbles.
The real puff volume was determined for the apparatus setup for gas-
phase analysis, whole smoke analysis, and for gas-phase analysis with
only one impinger and then adjusted by reprogramming the pump to
give puff volumes of 55−55.5 mL.
2.6. EPR Measurements. Unless noted otherwise, the spectra

were taken using an Bruker EleXsys E500 X-band spectrometer with
the following parameters: microwave frequency, ∼9.88 GHz;
modulation frequency, 100 kHz; microwave power, 2.01 mW (20
dB attenuation); scan range, 100 G; modulation amplitude, 2 G;
sweep time, 10.49 s; time constant, 1.28 ms; conversion time, 5.12
ms; and receiver gain, 50 dB, 2048 points. In order to ensure highly
reproducible spin count measurements, we used an AquaX capillary
bundle setup (four capillaries, Bruker Biospin GmbH, Karlsruhe,
Germany). Variations in sample volume and position, which were
found to be significant when changing sample tubes,25 can thus be
avoided, albeit at the expense of somewhat lower total sample volume
and correspondingly lower sensitivity. The EPR measurement setup is
shown in Figure S3. AquaX is vertically installed inside the resonator
(2; red dashed line). New sample solutions were injected with a 10

mL syringe from the bottom, and the syringe was kept in place as a
sealing device (1). The teflon tubing coming from the top directed
the samples into a waste container (3).

Prior to each smoking or vaping experiment, a background
measurement of the spin trap solution was taken by injecting 3 mL
of the spin trap solution into the AquaX. Measurements were
performed at room temperature (21 °C). Preliminary experiments
had shown that with this volume, the contribution of residue from
previous experiments and dilution due to nonlaminar flow during
sample exchange became negligible. Spin concentrations were
determined by double integration and comparison with a calibration
spectrum of 4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-1-oxyl (TEM-
POL) solutions. For that, solutions with TEMPOL concentrations
of 0.05, 0.5, 5, and 50 μM were prepared and measured. A linear fit of
the logarithm of the double integral versus the logarithm of the
concentration had an excellent R2 value of 0.9999. Spectra were
simulated or fitted using the MATLAB toolbox EasySpin.26

Assignments based on the hyperfine couplings were made using the
NIH spin trap database.

2.7. Preparation of Aerosol Radical Solutions. Mainstream
smoke or aerosol was passed into two sequential impingers (25 mL
volume), each filled with 4 mL of the spin trap solutions. When the
second impinger was not analyzed, the spin trap solution was replaced
by pure toluene. The connections between the smoke machine and
the first impinger as well as between the first and the second impinger
were made of glassware and kept as short as possible in order to trap
radicals as fast as possible. In total, the distance between cigarette butt
end (or product mouth piece) and the surface of the solution in the
first impinger was approximately 32.5 cm. Inside the tubing, the gas
flow rates were rHC = 218 cm/s for the HC intense smoking regime
and rCOR= 146 cm/s for the CORESTA regime. Based on these flow
rates, radicals were expected to reach the surface of the spin trap
solution after tHC= 0.149 s and tCOR = 0.223 s, respectively.

If the passing aerosol led to a reduction of toluene volume, then
this volume was adjusted. For immediate measurements without
additional deoxygenation, 3 mL of the spin trap solution was taken
out and injected into the AquaX. The time between the last puff and
the start of the EPR measurement was 5 min.

For measurements on deoxygenated solutions (vide inf ra),
approximately 4 mL of the solution was transferred into a Schlenk
flask, and three freeze−pump−thaw cycles were performed. Briefly,
the solution was frozen using liquid nitrogen, and a vacuum was
subsequently applied. The solution was then thawed so that dissolved

Figure 1. Spectra of gas-phase radicals of 3R4F smoke trapped by different spin traps. Solvents are indicated by color: water = blue, toluene = red,
and ethanol = green. Fits or simulations are shown as black dashed lines. From top to bottom (concentration of spin traps in brackets): PBN in
water (20 mM) and toluene (20 mM); DMPO in water (20 mM) and toluene (40 mM), simulation with values for •OC(CH3)2C6H5;

27 BMPO in
ethanol (7.3 mM) and toluene (10 mM); TMIO in toluene (5.7 mM) and fit; DMPIO in toluene (10 mM); DEPMPO in water (2.2 mM) and
toluene (0.87 mM, recorded 30 min after smoking, and fit); and DIPPMPO in ethanol (6.3 mM) and toluene (8 mM).
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gases could leave the liquid. Afterward, gaseous nitrogen was
introduced into the flask, and the procedure was repeated two more
times. Then, 3 mL of the deoxygenated solution was injected into the
AquaX. With this procedure, the time between the last puff and the
start of the first EPR measurement was 20 min.
2.8. Weight of Total Particulate Matter and Preparation of

Particulate Phase Radical Solutions. Particulate phase of the
mainstream aerosol was trapped by a conditioned (58% relative
humidity, 22 °C, at least 12 h in the conditioning box according to
CORESTA method no. 23) Cambridge filter pad which was inserted
into the particulate phase trap. Immediately after smoking or vaping,
the smoke trap was removed and sealed from both sides, as
recommended by CORESTA method no. 23 and HC method T-212.
The filter was weighed together with the seals and the smoke trap, and
the total particulate matter was determined by subtracting the weight
of the apparatus prior to smoking.
The filter was then removed from the smoke trap with tweezers and

folded two times, with the collection side being on the inside. The
two clean outer quarters were used to collect any residual particulates
in the smoke trap (front side and back side). The filter was then
extracted with 10 mL of pure toluene for 20 min by gently shaking the
Erlenmeyer flask. Afterward, approximately 4 mL of the extract was
transferred into a Schlenk flask, and three cycles of freeze−pump−
thaw were performed. Then, 3 mL of the deoxygenated solution was
inserted into the AquaX.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Choice of Spin Traps, Solvent, and Spin Trap
Concentration. Efficiency of spin trapping and stability of the
radical adducts in solution depend on the combination of spin
trap and radical as well as on solvent.16 Therefore, we have
tested seven spin probes and three solvents (Figure 1). The
best sensitivity was obtained with PBN and BMPO, which
were therefore selected for detailed studies.
For the spin traps that we did not use in further studies, we

simulated or fitted the spectra obtained. For DMPO, the
spectrum is rather well reproduced by a simulation with the
hyperfine parameters AN = 13.08 G and AH = 8.88 G reported
for •OC(CH3)2C6H5,

27 leading us to a tentative assignment to
alkoxy radicals, although organic peroxy radicals cannot be
fully excluded with this spin trap. The spectrum for TMIO is
fitted perfectly with AN = 12.7 G and AH = 12.7 G. This
excludes carbon-centered radicals and again suggests an
assignment to oxygen-centered radicals. A more definite
assignment cannot be made for TMIO because of a lack of
published data for comparison, especially for trapping in
nonpolar solvents. A reasonable fit of the spectrum obtained
with DEPMPO is obtained with AP = 47 G, AN = 13 G, and AH
= 7 G, which is close to the values for the major conformers of
DEPMPO-trapped •OMe, •OEt, and •OBu radicals in
hexane.28 The same study shows that the AN/AH ratio differs
significantly between alkoxy and alkylperoxy radicals for
DEPMPO. All of the results for the spin traps discussed so
far are thus consistent with the main trapped radical species
being alkoxy radicals under the conditions used by us.
Assignments for the BMPO and PBN spins traps are discussed
below on the basis of fitting better-resolved spectra obtained in
deoxygenated solution. Considerations on the deoxygenation
method are described in the Supporting Information.
3.2. Trapping Efficiency and Radical Adduct Stability.

The amount of spin trap that we used was by far sufficient to
trap all free radicals in smoke according to the amount of
radicals reported in previous studies. However, the procedure
involved two steps that could cause incomplete trapping. First,
radicals that are originally in the gas phase must enter the

liquid phase in the impinger, and, second, the dissolved
radicals must react much faster with the spin trap than they
decay in solution. In order to test for the completeness of
trapping, we have used two impingers with spin trap solution
and measured the solution from both impingers with a time
delay of 30 min. In order to estimate the effects of spin adduct
decay during the lag time, the experiment was performed twice,
measuring a BMPO solution after trapping of gas phase
radicals from 3R4F cigarette smoke from the first impinger first
and after measuring the solution from the second impinger first
(Figure S5).
In both cases, the solution in the first impinger was found to

contain more radicals, but the intensity ratio was larger when
this solution was measured first, indicating a significant adduct
decay within 30 min. The double integral of the EPR spectrum
of the solution in the second impinger was 23% of the one in
the first impinger if the first impinger was measured first, but
33% if the second impinger was measured first. Closer
inspection revealed that the spectral line shape changes during
decay, indicating that at least two adducts with different
stability were observed. Precise quantification of the trapping
efficiency would thus be involved, and it would require an
estimate of the loss of radicals in the gas phase between
impingers 1 and 2. However, if we neglect this loss and specify
an average trapping efficiency for all different radicals, we arrive
at an estimate of 72%. This compares to values reported for
PBN in benzene of 47%29 and 95%,25 where the former study
had used larger spin trap concentrations and volumes than the
latter one. We can conclude that uncertainty in the trapping
efficiency and the decay of the various radical adducts were the
main source of error in estimating the total number of free
radicals in cigarette smoke.

3.3. Whole Smoke or Gas Phase? Since the whole smoke
is inhaled, it would appear better to characterize free radicals in
whole smoke rather than in the gas phase separated by a
Cambridge filter. However, early experiments by Pryor et al.
had failed to trap radicals from whole smoke with PBN in
benzene solution.30 Our repetition of this experiment with
PBN in toluene confirmed this result (Figure S6). In contrast,
quantification of NO with the Fe(II)-(DETC)2 complex was
possible in both whole smoke and the separated gas phase.
From a physiological point of view, radicals observed after
removing particulate matter and absorbing the gas phase in an
nonpolar solvent should be considered as potentially relevant.
The amount of particulate matter decreases during inhalation
through deposition as the aerosol travels down the respiratory
tract to the alveoli. Furthermore, the hydrophobic tails of
pulmonary surfactant molecules that are in contact with the air
in alveoli mimic an nonpolar solvent. The Cambridge filters
used for separating particulate matter are unlikely to contribute
to free radical generation.

3.4. Further Considerations on Reliable Comparison
of Radical Levels. In order to exclude as many confounding
factors as possible, the same experiment was performed on all
four products on the same day with the same spin trap
solution. Previous work on e-cigs31 and on an early HNB
product32 indicate much lower levels of radicals than in
conventional cigarettes. To avoid contamination from an
earlier measurement, we performed the series of experiments
always in the order of expected increasing radical level, starting
with the two e-cigs in random order, continuing with IQOS,
and finishing with the 3R4F research cigarette. All spin
trapping experiments were performed in triplicate. For
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Figure 2. EPR spectra of solutions of 8.14 mM BMPO in toluene from the first impinger after passing the gas phase of the aerosol from different
products through the spin-trap solution. Experimental spectra are shown in black, fits in red, and component spectra in blue, green, and orange. (A)
3R4F research cigarette and two-component fit; (B) IQOS (HNB product) and two of three component spectra (see text); (C) MESH (e-cig) and
one of three component spectra (see text); and (D) Solaris (e-cig) and one of three component spectra (see text).

Figure 3. EPR spectra of solutions of 50 mM PBN in toluene from the first impinger after passing the gas phase of the aerosol from different
products through the spin-trap solution. Experimental spectra are shown in black and best fits by EasySpin in red. (A) 3R4F research cigarette; (B)
IQOS (HNB product); (C) MESH (e-cig); and (D) Solaris (e-cig).
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measurements where the radical level was significantly above
the air background, mean values and standard deviation are
reported. Only the mean value is reported if the spin count is
indistinguishable from the air background.
3.5. Spin Trapping with BMPO. BMPO was used for spin

trapping, since initial experiments indicated a larger concen-
tration of radicals trapped from 3R4F smoke with BMPO
compared to PBN. The spectrum obtained with 3R4F smoke
can be reasonably well fitted (Figure 2A) with two components
with hyperfine parameters of AN = 12.5 G, AH1 = 7.4 G, and
AH2 = 1.6 G (78.4% of the double integral) and AN = 12.9 G
and AH = 10.6 G (21.6%). Both radicals are certainly oxygen-
centered. By analogy with the case of DMPO, they could be
assigned to alkoxy and peroxy radicals,33 although it cannot be
excluded that they are two conformers of an adduct originating
from only one of these species.
Spectra of the vaping products were more complex and

exhibited contributions of at least three species. We refrained
from line shape fitting, since the obtained parameters sets with
three species were not unique at the signal-to-noise ratio that
we could achieve. We can remark, however, that all features
could be assigned to the same two species observed with 3R4F
smoke, which we simulated with lower line width in Figure 2B
and to a third species with AN = 13.4 G and AH = 20.0 G and
slightly lower g value (simulation in orange color in Figure
2C,D) that can be assigned to a carbon-centered radical. We
refrained from using BMPO for quantification, as the amount
of trapped radicals was poorly reproducible with this trap (see
Table S1).
3.6. Spin Trapping with PBN. With PBN, a spin adduct

signal was detected in all four products, albeit with strongly
different intensities (Figure 3). Unlike for BMPO, quantifica-
tion is satisfyingly reproducible upon repetition of the
experiment. Because of the very weak spectra, we compared
to the air background measurements (Table 1). We find that

the signals from the e-cigs are not significantly different from
the air background at our measurement conditions and that the
signals from IQOS exceed the air background by only a factor
of about 2.
The signals can be simulated assuming two spin adducts,

one having hyperfine couplings typical for oxygen-centered
radicals (AN = 13.8−13.9 G, AH = 1.8−1.9 G) and the other,
much weaker one being the oxidation product of PBN, the acyl
nitroxide PBNOx (AN = 10.0−10.6 G). The former radical
adduct has parameters in agreement with the ones reported for
PBN-trapped alkoxy radicals in toluene (AN = 13.7 G, aH = 1.8
G),34 although a different identity of the radical cannot be
completely excluded. The assignment to alkoxy radicals with

DEPMPO, mentioned above, strongly suggests that PBN also
traps alkoxy radicals. Note that the acyl nitroxide can be
formed by reaction of PBN with NO2,

35 which is an expected
component in cigarette smoke (vide inf ra).
For the 3R4F case, spin adduct decay kinetics was fitted by

an exponential decay of the form [R](t) = [R](0) × e−kt,
where t is the time and k the decay rate constant. Amplitude of
the main signal was used as the quantity proportional to radical
concentration [R] in order to avoid contamination of the
double integral by the PBNOx signal, which increases with
time. We found k = (2.09 ± 0.23) × 10−4 s−1, corresponding to
a half-life time t1/2 = (3350 ± 357) s. This relatively high
stability is consistent with an assignment to alkoxy radicals.
Signals of the HNB product and of the e-cigs were too weak to
analyze kinetics. The signals are near the detection limit and
consistent with the first component that we assigned to alkoxy
radicals in the 3R4F case.

3.7. Trapping of NO with Fe(II)-(DETC)2. The NO
trapping experiments were performed with Fe(II)-(DETC)2 in
toluene in order to connect them to the spin trapping
experiments performed in the same solvent. They yielded
detectable signals only in measurements of 3R4F cigarettes and
of the HNB product IQOS (Figure 4). The expected broad

triplet with a nitrogen hyperfine coupling aN = (12.75 ± 0.08)
G was observed, which compares to coupling of 12.5 G in
DMSO16 and 12.7 G in water.36 An additional signal was
observed at the high-field edge of the spectrum (asterisk).
Given the width and much higher amplitude of the main
spectrum, this signal could not be further analyzed.
Relative intensities and NO masses are reported in Table 2.

For NO, whole smoke measurements on 3R4F research
cigarettes detect a larger concentration than gas-phase
measurements (reduction to 75%). The amount of trapped
NO increases with time from about 75% of the whole-smoke
signal at the start of the measurement to about 168% of this
signal in the long-time limit. The kinetics of this increase is
discussed in the Supporting Information. The NO concen-
tration in IQOS whole aerosol is approximately 7.3% of the
level observed in whole cigarette smoke.

3.8. Total Particulate Matter. The total particulate matter
(TPM) was weighed, and EPR spectra of toluene extracts were
acquired. By comparing these spectra with background spectra

Table 1. Measurements of Gas-Phase Radical Levels in
Different Smoking and Vaping Products with the PBN Spin
Trap in Toluenea

aerosol rel. int. n [nmol]

3R4F 1 25.9 ± 0.6
IQOS 0.016 0.394 ± 0.055
MESH 0.010 0.251
Solaris 0.008 0.193
air 0.010 0.256

aShown are the relative double integral of the signal with respect to
the signal of 3R4F research cigarettes and the amount of radicals n
trapped per cigarette, e-cig, or IQOS tobacco stick.

Figure 4. Typical spectra obtained by NO trapping with Fe(II)-
(DETC)2 of whole smoke of the 3R4F research cigarette and whole
aerosol of IQOS. A spectrum of NO captured from the gas phase of
3R4F smoke is shown for comparison. The identity of the signal
marked with an asterisk is unknown.
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obtained from an extract of clean Cambridge filter pads, we
found that signals were generally weak and even signals
obtained from the aerosol from three cigarettes were not
consistently above background for IQOS and Solaris. For
3R4F, we measured (0.95 ± 0.25) nmol radicals per cigarette.
For IQOS, Solaris, and MESH, we can only specify an upper
limit of 0.07 nmol/cigarette that roughly corresponds to our
detection limit for the broad signal with a total line width of 30
G (Figure S7).
The weight of TPM per cigarette was similar for all products.

We find (32.6 ± 6.1) mg TPM for 3R4F cigarettes, (26.1 ±
1.3) mg for IQOS, (23.8 ± 1.2) mg for Solaris, and 52.4 mg for
MESH. Since the experiment was done only twice for MESH,
we do not report an uncertainty, but the difference of the two
experiments (56.7 and 48.1 mg) indicates a similar
experimental error as in the other cases.

4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Radical Levels in the Gas Phase. Relative radical

levels can be quantified from the measurements made using
PBN. With (25.9 ± 0.6) nmol/cigarette, we find a three times
higher radical level for 3R4F research cigarettes than Goel et
al., who found (8 ± 2) nmol/cigarette by following the ISO
norm23 instead of the HC intense smoking regime. Indeed, for
a filter ventilation of 38%, as found for 3R4F by Goel et al. or
of 29% as reported by Roemer et al.,20 Counts et al.37 have
predicted 2−4 times higher emissions from the HC intense
regime than from the ISO regime. Based on the time passed
between the end of smoking and the decay rate determined in
kinetics experiments, we can estimate an initial radical amount
of 33.3 nmol/cigarette. This amount is still much lower than
the 225 nmol estimated from whole smoke solid-phase
trapping38 or the 70 nmol estimated from whole-smoke
trapping in toluene by nitroxides.39 In both of these whole-
smoke studies, adducts were quantified by fluorescence
detection after a separation by HPLC.
For both e-cigs, radical levels are of the order of air

background, and for the HNB product IQOS, they are near the
upper limit of such background. Furthermore, the air blank
EPR spectra (Figure S8) are very similar to the spectra
measured with e-cig or IQOS aerosol. We cannot exclude that
the background signal is induced by environmentally persistent
free radicals in airborne particulate matter.40 This underscores
the importance of background measurements that was pointed
out by Margham et al.31 and suggests that the radical levels that
we found for e-cigs and the HNB product must be understood
as upper limit levels. Results from quantitative spin trapping
with PBN indicate that the free radical level in aerosol from the

HNB product IQOS does not exceed 1% of the level observed
for 3R4F research cigarettes, which is in agreement with a
study by Pryor et al. on a very early HNB product.32 This
reduction compared to 3R4F research cigarettes is on a similar
level as the 1−3% found with THS 2.2 for volatile organic
compounds.8

4.2. NO Levels in Whole Smoke and in the Gas Phase.
No EPR signal due to trapped NO could be detected for e-cigs.
This is consistent with findings by Margham et al. on the Vype
ePen e-cig31 and not surprising, since the sources of NO in
cigarette smoke are nitrates and tobacco proteins, which are
missing in e-cigs. These NO sources do exist in HNB products,
and indeed we found a significant NO level for IQOS, which is
in qualitative agreement with earlier results, which found an
abundance of 2−3% compared to the 3R4F cigarette.41,42 In
contrast, the NO abundance compared to 3R4F cigarette is
7.3% in our study if we consider the first EPR measurement
and 5.5% if we consider the saturation level of trapped NO. In
both earlier studies, IQOS was operated using the HC intense
regime, providing a very direct comparison with the 3R4F
cigarette. In contrast, we operated IQOS according to the
CORESTA recommendation for electronic devices. Both
regimes use the same puff volume and frequency and differ
only in puff duration and profile. Furthermore, both earlier
studies measured NO in the gas phase that had passed a
Cambridge filter pad, whereas we measured whole smoke and
aerosol.
As seen in Figure S9, NO saturation values for the 3R4F

cigarette are higher for our gas-phase measurement than for
our whole smoke measurements, while initial values are lower.
A possible explanation is an influence of particulate matter on
the reaction between NO, O2, and NO2 in the gas phase, NO2
absorption by the trap solution, and slow reduction of NO2 to
NO in this solution.
EPR spectroscopy of IQOS aerosol after trapping in a

toluene solution of Fe(II)-(DETC)2 provided an absolute
value of 1.17 μg/tobacco stick that is an order of magnitude
lower than previously reported values of 13.0 μg measured
with an NO meter42 and of 16.8 μg measured according to a
HC official method for NO determination.41 Likewise,
measurements on the 3R4F research cigarette by other
techniques provided much higher NO levels of 510 μg,41

(491 ± 12) μg,42 and (503 ± 23) μg.31 Although NO is an
nonpolar gas, we cannot be sure that it is fully absorbed by the
solution in the impinger. The other techniques collect the
aerosol in a gas bag and are thus not affected by a
corresponding problem. Therefore, we consider the absolute
NO amounts measured by EPR spectroscopy as less reliable
than those measured by other techniques. This assessment is
supported by the NO amount of 7.57 μg measured for a
Japanese cigarette by Shinagawa et al. with a different NO trap
in aqueous solution,36 which is even lower than our value for
the 3R4F cigarette. In that case, the lower yield that they
obtained compared to ours may be explained by the use of a
polar solvent, but it cannot be excluded either that it resulted
from a nonstandard smoking procedure using a continuous air
flow of 600 mL/min.

4.3. Analysis of the Particulate Phase. The TPM weight
for the 3R4F research cigarette of (32.6 ± 6.1) mg agrees quite
well with the (37.7 ± 0.3) mg reported by Roemer et al.,17 but
is significantly lower than the values of (49 ± 1.5) mg42 and
44.7 mg41 reported by others. It is unclear why these values
differ that much, as in all cases, the HC intense regime was

Table 2. Measurements of NO Mass in the Aerosol of 3R4F
Research Cigarettes and the HNB Product IQOS (whole
aerosol, WA)a

experiment rel. int. m [μg]

3R4F (WS) 1 16.4 ± 4.7
3R4F (GP,1) 0.78 12.8
3R4F (GP,2) 0.73 11.9
IQOS (WA) 0.073 1.17 ± 0.14

aNo detectable signal was found for e-cigs. Shown are the relative
double integral of the signal with respect to the signal of whole smoke
(WS) of 3R4F research cigarettes and the mass of NO. Since only two
gas-phase (GP) measurements were performed, they are reported
individually instead as an average.
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used. We found that smoking two or three cigarettes on the
same Cambridge filter pad already reduced the TPM yield,
except for the Solaris e-cig. A comparison of our IQOS data of
(26.1 ± 1.3) mg to the (48.2 ± 0.8) mg42 and (54.7 ± 3.2)
mg41 found by others shows the same trend. However, it can
be concluded that all products yield similar amounts of TPM.
In our hands, the MESH e-cig produced more TPM than the
other e-cig product Solaris, which could be attributed to the
different heating method.
We find long-lived radicals at a level of (0.95 ± 0.25) nmol

in the TPM extract of 3R4F cigarettes, which is more than an
order of magnitude higher than the value of (64 ± 13) pmol
reported by Goel et al.23 We have no explanation for this
discrepancy, except that Goel et al. used the ISO regime,
whereas we used the HC intense regime.
In contrast, free radicals in TPM from a single e-cig or IQOS

tobacco stick are below the level that allows for a reliable
quantification by EPR spectroscopy (0.7 nmol). This agrees
with work on an early HNB product by Pryor et al.32 and is
consistent with work by Sussan et al. that found 7 × 1011 long-
lived radicals/puff in TPM collected after 50 puffs,
corresponding to 14 pmol for 12 puffs.43 The signal reported
in the latter study is much narrower than the one that we
found for the 3R4F cigarette (6.8 compared to 30 G), and no
replicates are reported. In our hands, quantification of a signal
of such low intensity is inaccurate. We further note that
Gehling and Dellinger found a signal with a width of (6.49 ±
1.69 G) from environmentally persistent free radicals in
particulate matter PM2.5 extracted from air44 that shares the
characteristic of the signal detected by Sussan et al. and at
much higher level of 4.8 or 7.7 μmol for eGO Vision and Blu e-
cigs by Lerner et al.45 Lerner et al. do not comment on their
values, which are extremely large compared to values measured
by others. Given their measurement parameters, for such a
large amount of spins the signal-to-noise ratio should be by
orders of magnitude higher than it is in the reported spectra.
While it cannot be completely excluded that different e-cig
devices produce very different levels of persistent radical in
TPM, we can conclude that for the Solaris and MESH e-cigs as
well as for the IQOS HNB product radical levels in TPM are
below 7% of the level observed for 3R4F research cigarettes.

5. CONCLUSION
We have compared levels of free radicals and NO in the gas
phase of aerosol as well as of persistent radicals in total
particulate matter between the 3R4F research cigarette, two e-
cigs, and an HNB tobacco product by using spin-trapping
techniques and EPR spectroscopy. We have applied stand-
ardized smoking and vaping regimes, reduced a number of
factors that influence variability of the data, and have replicated
our measurements. Signals from the research cigarette were
found to be sufficiently strong for reliable quantification. For
all vaping products, signals were of the same order of
magnitude as the background signals, except for the NO
level from the HNB tobacco product. The NO level in
solutions of whole smoke increases with time for the research
cigarette and remains constant for the HNB product.
Considering this variation, the NO level of the HNB product
is between 5.5 and 7.3% of that of the 3R4F cigarette.
Estimates of free radical level in the gas phase were obtained

with PBN trapping in toluene and suggest that this level is
reduced by 99% or more in the e-cigs and the HNB product
compared to the 3R4F cigarette.

Similar amounts of TPM were found in all products, with
the one for MESH being slightly higher and the ones for IQOS
and Solaris being slightly lower than the one of 3R4F research
cigarettes. However, only the TPM from the research cigarette
contained persistent free radicals at a level that could be
reliably distinguished from the background. Radical levels of
the other products are below 7% of the level observed for the
3R4F cigarette.
Our findings demonstrate that free radicals levels are

substantially reduced in e-cigarettes and heat-not-burn
products compared to conventional cigarettes. A similar
reduction of other HPHCs has been found before by other
techniques. This supports the view that e-cigarettes and heat-
not-burn products are a potentially less harmful alternative to
cigarette smoking, although we maintain that toxicological
studies are required to draw firm conclusions. We believe that
our results can guide such studies and help in their
interpretation.
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